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The Business of Branded Content
Introduction

Branded Content continues to grow at an impressive rate of 40% year-over-year and is expected to reach
nearly $14 billion in digital, globally by next year. Despite this growth, there are new challenges facing
publishers who have an ambition to continue to grow this slice of their revenue.
This report showcases trends in the market, our perspective on some of these challenges, new benchmarks
around performance and engagement and provides some direction as to where new investment in
branded content should be focused.
Polar is a trusted solutions provider to over 100 large publishers in 20+ countries. Our clients include the
likes of Gannett, NBC, The Telegraph, News Corp, Conde Nast and more. These publishers use our Format
Management Platform to manage the distribution of their branded content across websites they own. Last
year, publishers produced over 42 billion promotions of branded content via our platform, making our
toolset the most widely adopted in the world for branded content.
Thank you for your interest in the branded content industry,
Lori Rosen
COO & GM, Polar
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We Hosted Roundtables With Over 100
Publisher Executives Earlier This Year
Participants from….
Earlier this year, we hosted a series of
invite-only roundtable discussions
with over 100 publisher executives in
New York, London, Sydney, Singapore
and Toronto.
It is through these discussions that we
have been able to gather a global view
of the branded content industry.
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Wait, What Do You Mean When You Say
“Branded Content”?
Branded Content refers to content produced by a publisher that features a brand integration. The content is
hosted in a publisher’s website and promoted by a publisher using a variety of formats (including native,
display, social, video, etc.).
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Wait, What Do You Mean When You Say
“Branded Content”?
Branded Content may be promoted using native formats but is different than native advertising that is often
promoting an advertiser landing page. Branded Content sits within the publisher environment.
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How Digital Media
Is Evolving
Business of Branded Content

The Open Web is now The Dirty Web

59%

Of Ads Are Seen
Source: IAB, MRC, IAS

$50b

Costs Of Fraud
Source: WFA

55%

Ad Tech Tax
Source: eMarketer
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The Social Web is now The Toxic Web

$12b

Recent Fines For
The Duopoly
Source: EU, FTC

56%

Users Affected By
Hate Speech
Source: ADL

2.7x

Likelihood of
Depression
Source: NIH
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Introducing The Trusted Web
$500 Billion digital market

7

Principles for
The Trusted Web
1. Lawful: user privacy
2. Wholesome: brand safe
3. Effective: attention
4. Veriﬁed: measureable
5. Relevant: contextual
6. Targeted: audience
7. Model: working media
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Advertisers Continue To Invest In Publisher Branded
Content To Drive Brand Engagement

The branded content market is
outgrowing overall digital ad
spend by more than 2.5X.
By 2020, the branded content
market as a whole will reach
nearly $14 billion.

Source: Polar

$13.7B
$ Billions, USD Equivalent

The global branded content
market is growing at an
average rate of 40%
year-over-year until 2020.

$10B

$9.8B
$7.0B

$5B

$3.6B

2016

$5.0B

2017

2018

2019

2020
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Distribution &
Optimization Trends
Business of Branded Content

The On-Site Versus Off-Site
Distribution Challenge

Publishers need to shift their branded content
distribution strategy…
It’s become increasingly difﬁcult for publishers to
trust off-site distribution channels as they look for
ways to increase pricing or change distribution
strategies to ‘help’ publishers when, in reality, they
are beneﬁting their own business objectives (i.e
Facebook).
On-site distribution allows publishers to...
●
●
●

Reduce reliance on off-site channels and
unpredictable pricing
Increase margins by saving on paid distribution
Give advertisers and brands exactly what they
think they are buying - publisher audiences!

A Typical Publisher’s Branded
Content Promotional Plan

Desktop
Mobile
Web

40%

AMP

On-Site

Distribution
Channels
Apple
News

60%
Off-Site

Distribution
Channels

Mobile
App
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On-Site Distribution Of Branded Content Is Most
Commonly Done Via Native Promotion

14

Global Native CTR Performance Improved
By 16% Last Year

2018

Publishers have made greater
investments in native ad formats and
branded content promotion across
mobile platforms, including mobile
web, Apple News, AMP pages and
mobile apps.
It is for these reasons we saw the
global native CTR for publisher
branded content grow from 0.25% in
2017 to 0.29% in 2018.

CTR

2017

0.29%

CTR

0.25%
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Almost Half Of All Native Ads Are Now Being Delivered
To Mobile Devices

Native ad volume across
owned and operated mobile
channels increased by nearly
75% from 2017 to 2018.
The proportion of mobile
native ads increased from 32%
in 2017 to 44% in 2018.

32%

44%

2017

2018

Mobile Ad
Volume

Mobile Ad
Volume

The number of branded
content views on mobile
devices grew by 48% last year.
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Mobile Is More Than Only Mobile Web; 45% Of
Consumption Is Not In The Browser
Proportion Of Branded Content Creatives Distributed
Across Mobile Platforms

Mobile
Web

55%

Mobile
App

16%

Apple
News

Publishers should focus on leveraging
these audiences for branded content
campaigns.

6%

0%

6% and 11% of branded content page
views were from native promotions in
AMP and Apple News, respectively. Yet,
both channels signiﬁcantly outperform
mobile web in terms of CTR
performance (next slide).
Mobile is quickly shifting away from
mobile web onto offsite platforms like
Apple and Facebook.

11%

AMP

85% of branded content creatives are
promoted on mobile devices, with 55%
of that on mobile web browsers.

25%

50%
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Mobile Is More Than Only Mobile Web; 45% Of
Consumption Is Not In The Browser
Mobile Web

Native Distribution

Mobile App
(iOS & Android)
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Mobile Is More Than Only Mobile Web; 45% Of
Consumption Is Not In The Browser
AMP

(Accelerated Mobile Pages)

Facebook
Instant Articles

Apple News
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Mobile Apps Outperform All Other Mobile Channels
For Branded Content Promotion
CTR Performance By Mobile Platform

0.57%

CTR Performance

0.50%

0.45%

0.40%
0.30%
0.20%

0.33%
0.27%

Native ad performance
across non mobile web
channels, like apps,
Apple News, and AMP,
continue to represent a
signiﬁcant untapped
opportunity for
publishers.
CTR performance on
these channels remain
consistently strong
across all of our
publisher partners.

0.10%
0.00%
Mobile Web

AMP

Apple News

Mobile App
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Native Ad Volume On Desktop Declined By 9% Last
Year As The Focus Shifts Towards Mobile

The proportion of native ads
on desktops decreased from
56% in 2017 to 41% in 2018.
Total native ad volume on
desktop decreased by 9%
from 2017 to 2018.

Desktop native ad volume
as a percentage of total
native ad volume.
9

56%

Desktop Ad Volume

41%

Desktop Ad Volume

The number of on-site
branded content views on
desktop grew 33% last year.

2017
2018
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The United States Outperformed The Overall Global
CTR By 24% In 2018
CTR Performance By Country

0.36%

0.30%

0.31%
0.24%

0.20%

0.18%
0.10%

0.00%

The global average
CTR of branded
content was 0.29%
in 2018.

The United
Kingdom, which
holds the second
highest CTR to the
United States,
exceeded the
overall global CTR
by 7%.
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Adoption Of Our Creative Headline & Image
Optimization Tool Increased By 36% Last Year

2.81

Branded content distribution
teams create an average of 2.81
variants per creative. A variant
is a unique headline-image
combination.
Adoption has increased more
than 36% from 2017.

Avg Creative
Variants Per
Creative in
2018

2.07
Avg Creative
Variants Per
Creative in
2017
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Creative Optimization Increases Campaign CTR
Performance Signiﬁcantly
Campaign Promotion With
Only One Variant

Campaign Promotion with Multiple
Variants Using Optimization

CTR = .20%

Top Performing CTR = .75%

.20%
CTR
Improve your Daily
Workout Routine
With These 5
Techniques

275% Increase In Performance
when optimization is used.
Tip: For best results when using optimization, we
recommend using 3 headlines and 2 thumbnails or
vice versa.

.35%
CTR
Your Daily Workout
Routine Will Never
Be The Same

.05%
CTR
Your Daily Workout
Routine Will Never
Be The Same

.02%
CTR
Improve your Daily
Workout Routine
With These 5
Techniques

.20%
CTR
Improve your Daily
Workout Routine
With These 5
Techniques

.75%
CTR
5 Ways to Make the
Most of Your Daily
Fitness Routine

.65%
CTR
5 Ways to Make the
Most of Your Daily
Fitness Routine
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Top 3 Ways Publishers Can Super Charge On-Site
Branded Content Distribution

1

2

Focus on mobile
channel adoption &
performance. Mobile is
greater than just
mobile web.

On-site distribution
matters due to margin
pressure and off-site
unpredictability.

3
Optimize the
placement designs and
headlines or
thumbnails.
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Why Attention Is The
New Currency
Business of Branded Content

Branded Content Serves A Unique Role In The Mid
Funnel For Marketers Unlike Other Digital Solutions
TRADITIONAL MEDIA
CHANNELS
Outdoor
Magazines

TV
Radio
Print

Classiﬁeds
Direct Mail

DIGITAL MEDIA
CHANNELS

AWARENESS

Facebook Video
Standard Display
YouTube

CONSIDERATION

Branded Content

INTENT

Google AdWords
Performance Display
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Brands & Agencies Have Ignored The Mid-Funnel For
Too Long, It Does Actually Exist

For years, Facebook and Google have been telling
brands and agencies that the mid funnel does not
exist. “Buy ads efﬁciently at the top of the funnel and
convert people at the bottom”.
The mid-funnel does exist, and plays an important
role in a marketing strategy.
Publishers are really well positioned to increase
consideration, preference, interest and engagement
with branded content for marketers.

Awareness

Consideration

Intent
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Quality Over Quantity - Less Is More - Publishers
Create Fewer, High Quality Content Pieces

While the actual number of campaigns
increased by 32% from 2017, the number
of branded content pieces per campaign
decreased.
Less is more - the number of assets that
publishers create has decreased in favor
of higher quality content.
Publishers are more conﬁdent in what
types of content work, therefore need
less content options to ensure
campaigns are successful.

Campaign
Volume

(number of campaigns)

Content
Volume

(pieces of content
per campaign)

+32%
YoY Growth

-12%
YoY Growth
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Attention Time vs. Avg. Time Spent
How The Industry Should Measure Engagement
ATTENTION TIME
Attention is the time that a reader is actively consuming content. That means tracking every
second that the reader is on a page, so you know (down to the second) how long the user viewed
the content.
E.g. while on the content, if you switch to other tabs without closing the content, tracking will
pause until the reader returns and actively reads the content.

AVG. TIME SPENT
Google Analytics tracks Avg. Time Spent on page by measuring your time on a page regardless of
whether the browser window is in a hidden or visible tab. Additionally, they only look at time
spent data for users who stay on your domain (i.e. click through to another page) versus “one and
done” readers.
E.g. you probably have a million tabs open right now. Google would still track time spent on
those pages, even though you technically aren’t viewing the pages.
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Retail and Finance Verticals Have The Highest
Attention Time
Average Attention Time By Advertiser Vertical
44

Retail

43

Finance

39

Food & Drink

37

Vertical

Entertainment

36

Auto
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Travel & Tourism

Technology vertical has the
lowest average attention
time at 23 seconds just
under the fashion vertical at
25 seconds.

32

Beauty

25

Fashion

Retail vertical had the
highest average attention
time at 44 seconds, however,
it’s a very close race as the
Finance vertical is slightly
behind by 1 second at an
average of 43 seconds.

23

Technology
0s

10s

20s
Seconds

30s

40s
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Video Has The Shortest Attention Time For
Branded Content
Average Attention Time By Content Type

62

Quiz

46

Long Form

Content Type

Article

43

List

36

Long Form content had the
second highest average
attention time behind the quiz
at 46 seconds.

26

Infographic
Image Gallery

16

Video had the lowest average
attention time at 14 seconds.

14

Video
0s

10s

Interactive content, such as a
quiz, saw the highest average
attention time at 62 seconds,
outperforming all other content
types.

20s

30s

40s

50s

60s

Seconds
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Diversity Of Content Formats Creates Greater
Opportunity For Publishers
The amount of content available today is higher than ever before, considering content is produced
around the clock for thousands and thousands of websites all over the world.
Case Studies

Each year, more and more
content formats are
introduced to the ad market
as publishers, platforms,
advertisers, and brands look
for new ways to engage their
audiences.
Advertisers and brands are
constantly looking to ‘try
something new’ so it’s vital
that publishers diversify their
content offerings in order to
retain their business and
compete with competitors.

Branded Podcasts
Short-form Video

E-Newsletters

Whitepapers

Image Gallery

Long-form Articles

Diversity of
Content Types

E-Books

Blogs

Short-form Articles

Lists

Interactive Content

Infographics

Long-form Video
Quizzes
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How To Prove Branded
Content Works
Business of Branded Content

Does Branded Content Work? The Answer Is Yes And
Here Is How We Know
The deﬁnition of effectiveness is
centered on these key brand
performance indicators: unaided
awareness, purchase intent, brand
equity and retransmission (the
likelihood the content will be shared).
Marketers have long used these
attitudinal metrics to measure the
success of advertising dollars - within
this framework, branded content is
certainly having a positive impact for
brands.
Ipsos Connect and Polar joined forces to
answer the questions on the
effectiveness of branded content and
how executing content advertising with
premium publishers is paying off.

Here’s what we found...
Consumer awareness
of a brand increased
69 percent after
engaging with
branded content purchase intent was
51 percent.

Purchase intent was
slightly higher when
consumed on
desktop, yet certain
categories like CPG
performed much
better on mobile.

Incorporating
companion display
ads alongside
content improved
purchase intent by 17
percent.

Infographics and image
galleries performed the
strongest among
content formats - video
is not always needed to
tell the story.
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Brand Awareness Increases With More Attention To
Content

15%

Overall top of mind awareness for ALL
categories and brands, increased by 55%
after engaging with branded content for
20+ seconds.

10%

17%

5%

Top of Mind Awareness (in %)

Does more attention
mean more awareness
for a brand?

9%

9%

3 Sec

5 Sec

10%

11%

4%
0 Sec

7 Sec

10 Sec

20 Sec

Exposure to Branded Content (in seconds)
Question: Thinking about <Category> brands, which brand comes to mind ﬁrst?
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Purchase Intent Increased After Engaging With
Branded Content
Does more attention
mean greater
purchase intent?

39%

42%

40%

41%

41%

7 Sec

10 Sec

20%

30%

40%

46%

10%

Purchase Intent (in %)

Purchase intent increased by 17%
among those who responded
with “Deﬁnitely/Probably.”

0 Sec

3 Sec

5 Sec

20 Sec

Exposure to Branded Content (in seconds)
Question: How likely would you be to buy or use <Brand>?
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Branded Content Positively Impacts Brand
Differentiation

9%

Less
Does more attention mean
more of an impact on
brand perception?
29% of respondents conﬁrmed that
their perception of a brand
increased after engaging with
branded content.

29%
62%

More

Same
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Case Study: Brand Lift For Samsung Increased By 58%
With Higher Attention Time
Does longer attention
mean greater brand
lift?

Top of mind awareness for technology brand
Samsung increased by 58% for readers who
engaged with the branded content for 20+
seconds.

30%

42%
31%

0 Sec

3 Sec

36%

20%

31%

33%

10%

Purchase Intent (in %)

40%

49%

5 Sec

7 Sec

10 Sec

20 Sec

Exposure to Branded Content
Question: Thinking about <Technology> brands, which brand comes to mind ﬁrst?
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Publisher Business
Models & Pricing
Business of Branded Content

Branded content is the ultimate show horse

100

Hours spent during
content RFP process

6k

Brands who have bought
publisher branded content
in the past 12 months

$150k

Average deal size for
branded content program
(not including media)

Publisher-led branded content remains a high-touch, high-quality and expensive
proposition for marketers. It continues to grow as more marketers come into digital and
realize that content is an effective way to drive mid-funnel engagement with their brand.

Source: BrandVerge, BrandTale, Polar
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Publisher Branded Content Sales Challenge #1:
An Overﬂowing Sales Bag
1

Publishers have so many ad products to sell that sales teams end up
going a ‘mile wide and an inch deep’ with respect to their product
knowledge. To make matters worse, new ad products are added
every quarter.
Tip: Keep your offerings simple. If you look at Facebook’s sales bag,
it’s fairly simple - they have 4 ad products. Having fewer options to
sell allows the sales reps to fully grasp the offerings and become
specialists in the product, leaving less room for confusion on the
important details - pricing, packaging, metrics, KPI, etc.
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Publisher Branded Content Sales Challenge #2:
Media Sellers Are Not Content Sellers

2

Publisher sales reps are trained to sell
media and offer digital real estate.
However, they haven’t always been
effective at demonstrating the value of
content which is solution selling.
Tip: Start off by asking the client
questions about their objectives, and
what they want to achieve. The sales rep
should act as a consultant to help the
client achieve their objectives and goals,
instead of just selling real estate.
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Publisher Branded Content Sales Challenge #3:
The 100/20 Reality
3

100% of branded content is being sold by less
than 20% of sales reps. Even though branded
content is growing to be a $14 billion market, and
shows up on every RFP from agencies, not
everyone on the sales team is capable or has
experience selling it.
Tip: Create internal case studies from well
executed branded content campaigns, focusing
on the sales cycle, pricing and packaging,
content creation, distribution strategies, etc.
Assets like these can be used to educate the
entire sales team so more than 20% of your sales
reps are selling branded content campaigns.
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The Pricing Model For Branded Content Continues To
Mature From Opaque To Transparent
SPONSORSHIP

CPM

CPV

Description

Flat fee packages that
include content
production, distribution
and companion media.
Also known as “the print
model” or “good old days”.

Brands are buying the
native promotional
impressions on a CPM,
irrespective of their name
being mentioned on the
promotion.

Cost Per View (page view
or video view), the brand
has an expectation on how
many people will engage
and see the actual content
(vs only the promotion).

Beneﬁt

Easy to understand and
sell for larger partnerships.

Easy to allocate display
media budgets to content.

Model is aligned with how
brands receive value.

Challenge

Weak transparency on
how the budget is being
used and what results to
expect.

There is little to no brand
value in the promotion of
content.

There is little concern for
how the views are
generated.
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CPV (Cost Per View) Is The Dominant Pricing Model
Today Globally; Here Are Benchmarks

REGION

CPV Rate

United States

$0.50 USD

United Kingdom

£0.60 GBP

Germany

€0.80 EUR

France

€0.80 EUR

Canada

$0.70 CAD

Australia

$0.75 AUD

These CPV pricing benchmarks are based on
publisher interviews with Polar’s 100+ clients
globally.
These benchmarks are for consumer news
publisher categories. Niche categories like
business, sports and lifestyle can expect a 50%
- 100% premium on these rates.
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The Future of
Branded Content
Business of Branded Content

7 Strategies To Inspire The Future Of Publisher
Branded Content In 2019 And Beyond

The publisher branded content business has enjoyed a healthy
growth ride for the past few years, growing 40% year-over-year.
Although the market feels frothy right now for publishers, we are
raising the alarm bell that we think the good times will change
quickly if systemic issues are not resolved.
Aware of the issues that could potentially affect the growth of
publisher’s branded content business, we’ve put together seven
strategies for a different future for branded content. Now, some of
these strategies may be uncomfortable and completely different
from what you’re currently doing, but we’re planting these seeds to
help inspire you to reﬂect on a different future for publisher branded
content.
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The Trusted Web Needs Unbranded Content; So That
Audiences Continue To Engage
What we mean by ‘Unbranded Content’...
For branded content to be part of the Trusted Web,
it may need to be unbranded.
Integrating a brand’s name or logo into content
hurts the trust factor with consumers. A brand’s
involvement can discourage some from engaging
and sharing, and gives the perception that
something is for sale.
Unbranded Content should...
(a) Be a reliable source the readers can trust
(b) Provides value on relevant topics
(c) Relates the brand associated to the content
(d) Entertains and creates a positive experience
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In A Mobile + Social Era, Articles Are Now Considered
Long Form Content
Short form branded content is the new opportunity
in which to invest
Mobile devices are the top media consumption device
(more time is spent with media on a smartphone than
laptops, TV or print).
Consumer attention is gravitating towards platforms like
Instagram and Snapchat, which provide a content
experience that is short, engaging and effective.
Publishers should invest in creating similar formats where
an interesting narrative is told within the promotional card.
Publisher stories offer a brand-safe, contextual and trusted
environment to clients which social platforms cannot.
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Branded Content Is A Show Horse Solution Today And
Needs To Become A Workhorse Solution To Scale
Branded Content needs to mature from a show
horse to a workhorse solution to scale
Showhorse branded content programs win awards and
build careers, but are hard to execute, difﬁcult to
measure, challenging to renew, and nearly impossible
to scale.
Workhorse branded content programs are easy to
execute, measure and renew. Best of all, workhorse
products can be easily scaled.
Examine every piece of a content program, including
the sales process, asset development, creative
approvals, KPI alignment, distribution, measurement
and renewal. Design new products that agencies and
clients will want because they are easy and effective.
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Time For Publishers To Stop Grading Their Own
Homework And Invest In Third-Party Veriﬁcation
Third-party veriﬁcation has hit every segment of digital media
except branded content. That will soon change as buyers realize
that most publishers are grading their own homework.
The KPI for branded content today is page views, unique views or
video views. These are all measured using publisher tools. Compare
this to display advertising. No buyer uses a publisher’s DFP data to
measure display. They all use buy-side tools like DCM/DBM
(previously DFA) as third-party impression trackers are
commonplace for media.
As a case study of what not to do, we can look at Comscore.
Comscore is an example of a buy-side measurement technology
that the sell-side was forced to use for the beneﬁt of the buy-side.
Can you imagine if branded content reach was measured by
Comscore and ﬁgures were 30-50% lower than reality because of
their methodology? That would sink the branded content margins
for most publishers and as a result, the business.
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Brands Are Looking For Leadership On How To Do
Attribution For Branded Content
Proving content works with new attribution models
Content has an important role to play in the customer journey for
a brand at the awareness, perception and brand building phases.
However, proving that content contributed to the customer
journey is a challenge.
Branded content risks falling into the portion of ad spend for
which the ROI cannot be proven.
There is no easy solution but there are a few signals of where we
can start…
1) Marketers are investing heavily in their own data stacks (i.e.
martech) which today have little to no connection to publisher-led
branded content programs.
2) Audience segmentation, building look-a-like targets, content
insights based on broader consumption and customer journey
mapping are all opportunities to explore further.
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Branded Content Needs To Be Easy To Buy, Easy To
Execute, and Easy To Measure
And today it’s not
Branded content has not been easy for publisher sales teams to
adopt at scale. Less than 20% of sellers have proven to be capable of
selling it as it is fundamentally different than selling media, and
sales kits are overblown and complex.
We think the future buyer of branded content can be brand-direct
and the solution they are buying will look and feel quite different
than what most publishers offer today. Simply put, to realize this
vision, branded content has to be easy to buy and easy to sell.
Which today it is not.
Facebook and Google have done a great job of making their
solutions easy to buy and easy to sell. They have set the bar and
now publishers have to meet it.
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The Untapped Opportunity: Make Branded Content
Accessible To Mid Market Advertisers
It may look very different than what happens today
If we assume that branded content is easy to buy and easy
to sell, that workhorse products are available and that
measurement and attribution is clear, then a bigger
opportunity opens up with SMEs (small-to-medium sized
enterprises).
Today, branded content is not easily available to SMEs.
Facebook has 6 million advertisers, the majority of which are
SMEs. The long-tail has been key for Facebook and Google’s
success.
It is not about scaling down the showhorse products offered
to Fortune 1,000 brands, but instead re-imagining branded
content from the ground up for small businesses. Once we
do this, themes like self-serve, client-direct sales channels
and standard pricing become obvious ingredients.
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In Summary, Here Are 6 Key Takeaways From This
Report That We Hope Inform Your Strategy
1.

The Trusted Web era is here, as an alternative to the Open (Dirty) Web and Social
(Toxic) Web. Publishers are at the heart of the Trusted Web.

2.

Mobile is greater than mobile web, especially when it comes to the distribution of
branded content. Publishers should better leverage Apps, AMP and Apple News.

3.

The mid funnel does exist, branded content is uniquely positioned to help brands
achieve consideration, preference and interest compared with others.

4.

Branded content does work. There is a direct relationship between the attention
time with content and the lift in brand KPIs.

5.

Selling branded content is not easy, with many challenges facing publisher sales
teams. Understand how brands are actually evaluating success.

6.

The future will look different for branded content to continue to grow. Better to put
yourself out of business ﬁrst before someone else does.
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Thank You
Lori Rosen
lori@polar.me

